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It is a famous unsolved problem to determine the maximum determinant for all matries oforder n with entries �1. Koukouvinos, Mitrouli and Seberry [13℄ give a lower bound for theupper bound of every �1 matrix provided the Hadamard onjeture is true.We note that the (n� j) � (n� j) minors of an Hadamard matrix of order n are:1. for j = 1, zero or nn2�1; Sharpe [19℄;2. for j = 2 zero or 2nn2�2; Sharpe [19℄;3. for j = 3 zero or 4nn2�3; Sharpe [19℄;4. for j = 4 zero or 8nn2�4 or 16nn2�4; Koukouvinos, Mitrouli and Seberry [14℄.A restrited list of possible values of (n � j) � (n � j) minors, j = 1,. . . ,6, for Hadamardmatries of order n, was given by Day and Peterson in [5℄.De�nition 1 A D-optimal design of order n is an n�n matrix with entries �1 having maximumdeterminant.Let Xn be the set of all �1 matries of order n. For n � 1(mod 4) it was proved by Ehlih[9℄ that for all X 2 Xn , det(X) � (2n� 1) 12 (n� 1) (n�1)2 (2)and in order for maximum equality it is neessary that 2n� 1 be a square and that there existsan X 2 Xn with XXT = (n� 1)In + Jn, where Jn is the n� n matrix all of whose entries areequal to one, and In is the n� n identity matrix.For n � 2(mod 4) Ehlih [9℄, and independently Wojtas [20℄, proved that for all X 2 Xn,det(X) � (2n� 2)(n� 2)n2�1: (3)Moreover, the equality in (3) holds if and only if there exists X 2 Xn suh thatXXT = XTX = " L 00 L # ;where L = (n� 2)I + 2J is an n2 � n2 matrix. A further neessary ondition for equality to holdis that n� 1 is the sum of two squares. For n = 6 a matrix suh as266666664 1 1 1 � 1 11 1 1 1 � 11 1 1 1 1 �1 � � 1 1 1� 1 � 1 1 1� � 1 1 1 1
377777775whih is alled a D-optimal design matrix, has maximum determinant.Ehlih [10℄ investigated the ase n � 3(mod 4) whih appears the most diÆult ase. Assumen � 3(mod 4) and n � 63. Ehlih proved that for all X 2 Xn,2



det(X) � (4 � 11677 (n� 3)n�7n7) 12 : (4)Moreover, for the equality to hold it is neessary that n = 7m and that there exists X 2 Xnwith XXT = I7 
 [(n� 3)Im + 4Jm℄� Jn: (5)The orresponding bounds for det(X) when n � 3(mod 4); n < 63, are also given by Ehlih,as are strutures of XXT for normalized maximal examples X. The formula for values n < 63is the same as in (5). A �1 matrix X has maximal determinant if XXT has blok struturewith the bloks along the diagonal of the form (n� 3)I + 3J and the o�-diagonal bloks equalto �J .It is obvious that for n = 22, 34, 58, 70, 78, 94 (n � 100) the upper bound given in (3)annot be attained as n� 1 is not the sum of two squares.Koukouvinos, Mitrouli and Seberry [13℄ showed.Theorem 1 [13℄ Suppose 4t is the order of an Hadamard matrix. Write v = 4t�1. Then thereare �1 matries whose� v � v determinants have magnitude (4t)2t�1;� (v � 1)� (v � 1) determinants have magnitude 2(4t)2t�2;� (v � 2)� (v � 2) determinants have magnitude 4(4t)2t�3.We now give a brief explanation of the usefulness of �1 matries in some statistial applia-tions. Consider an experimental situation in whih a response y depends on k fators x1; : : : ; xkwith the �rst order relationship of the form E(y) = X�, where y is an n�1 vetor of observations,the design matrixX is n�(k+1) whose jth row is of the form (1; xj1; xj2; : : : ; xjk); j = 1; 2; : : : ; nand � is the (k+1)�1 vetor of oeÆients to be estimated. In a two-level fatorial design, eahxi an be oded as �1. The design is then determined by the n � (k + 1) matrix of elements�1. The ith olumn gives the sequene of fator levels for fator xi, eah row onstitutes a run.When k = n�1, the design is alled a saturated design and the design matrix is an n�n squarematrix. Note that n = k + 1 is the minimal number of points (rows) required to estimate alloeÆients of interest (the �i's).Several riteria have been advaned for the purpose of omparing designs and for onstrutingoptimal designs. One of the most popular is the D-optimality riterion, whih seeks to maximizedet(XTX).De�nition 2 Let X be a �1 design of order n and X� be the D-optimal design of the sameorder. The ratio d = detX=detX�is alled eÆieny of the design and forms a measure of omparing these designs.For more details see [12℄ and the referenes therein.We ompare these results to evaluate the eÆieny of some of these designs for omparison.3



1. For n = 15 the upper bound given by Ehlih [10℄ is 214 � 26284, but this bound annotbe attained. Cohn [2℄ found an almost D-optimal design with determinant 214 � 25515 =214 � 36 � 5 � 7; and eÆieny > 0:97.2. For n = 17 the upper bound given by (2) annot be attained. Moyssiadis and Kounias[16℄ obtain a matrix with maximum determinant 167 � 80.3. For n = 19 the upper bound given by Ehlih [10℄ is 218 � 3499393, but this bound annotbe attained. Cohn [2℄ found an almost D-optimal design with determinant 218 �3411968 =230 � 72 � 17; and eÆieny > 0:975.4. For n = 21 the upper bound given by (2) annot be attained. Chadjipantelis, Kounias,and Moyssiadis [1℄ obtain a matrix with maximum determinant 209 � 116.5. For n = 22 the upper bound given by (3) is is 221 � 205078125, but this bound annot beattained. Cohn [2℄ found an almost D-optimal design with determinant 221 � 184769649 =221 � 32 � 232 � 1972; and eÆieny > 0:90.6. For n = 29 the upper bound given by (2) is p57 � 228714. Koukouvinos et al [13℄ ob-tained a matrix with determinant 267. However, Koukouvinos [12℄ obtained a matrix withdeterminant 22871343, and eÆieny > 0:7947.7. For n = 34 the upper bound given by (3) is 3216 � 66. By theory this annot be obtained.Koukouvinos et al [13℄ obtain a matrix with determinant 3616 � 2. The eÆieny of thismatrix is > 0:20 (very small).8. For n = 58 the upper bound given by (3) is 5628 � 114. By theory this annot be obtained.Koukouvinos et al [13℄ obtain a matrix with determinant 6028 � 2. The eÆieny of thisdesign is > 0:12 (very small).9. For n = 70 the upper bound given by (3) is 6834 � 138. By theory this annot be obtained.Koukouvinos et al [13℄ obtain a matrix with determinant 7234 � 2. The eÆieny of thisdesign is > 0:10 (very small).In this paper we study the existene of �1 matries with maximum absolute value determi-nant. The following fats are known. See Day and Peterson [5℄ for referenes.Proposition 1 Let B be an n� n matrix with elements �1. Then1. det B is an integer and 2n�1 divides det B;2. when n � 6 the only possible values for det B are the following, and they all do our,n 1 2 3 4 5 6detB 1 0; 2 0; 4 0; 8; 16 0; 16; 32; 48 0; 32; 64; 96; 128; 160Following Day and Peterson [5℄, we study all �1 matries of order n = 2; 3; 4; 5; 6, and thedistribution of their determinant's, absolute values, in order to re�ne our algorithm (given later).4



Conjeture 1 Let A be an n�n matrix with entries �1. Then the absolute value determinantof A is 0; or p where for the evaluation of the oeÆient p the following proedure is adopted:Set p = 2n�1Set s = maxjdet(A)jwhere A an n� n matrix with all elements �1's.Set k = 1repeatp = k � pk = k + 1untilp = s.We �rst list n � n matries with elements �1 of order n = 2; 3; 4; 5 whih have maximaldeterminant. " 1 11 � # ;264 1 1 11 � 11 1 � 375 ;26664 1 1 1 11 � 1 �1 1 � �1 � � 1 37775 ;2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � 11 1 � � �1 � � 1 11 � 1 1 �
3777775De�nition 3 Two matries of order n with entries �1 are alled equivalent if one an beobtained from the other by permutation of rows and/or olumns and multipliation of rowsand/or olumns by �1.It is true that the maximum determinant for n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 ours only for matries equivalentto the above matries.In order to study the existene of maximum determinants, we an searh to see if the fourmatries above exist as submatries of a matrix with entries �1. In this paper we study if theabove matries exist as submatries of Hadamard matries.What is a CP matrix and how does it di�er?Let A = [aij ℄ 2 Rn�n. We redue A to upper triangular form by using Gaussian Elimination(GE) operations. Let A(k) = [a(k)ij ℄ denote the matrix obtained after the �rst k pivoting steps,so A(n�1) is the �nal upper triangular matrix. A diagonal entry of that �nal matrix will bealled a pivot. Matries with the property that no exhanges are atually needed during GEwith omplete pivoting are alled ompletely pivoted (CP) or feasible. Thus when Gaussianelimination is performed on a CP matrix, after pivoting on the (i; i) entry, no entry in theremaining submatrix has absolute value greater than ja(i�1)ii j.We now give a new proof of a result of Day and Peterson [5℄. This proof an be extended tosay more about CP Hadamard matries.
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Theorem 2 Every Hadamard matrix of order � 4 ontains a submatrix equivalent to26664 1 1 1 11 � 1 �1 1 � �1 � � 1 37775 (6)Every CP Hadamard matrix has this as its upper left orner 4� 4 submatrix.Proof. The olumns and rows of a Hadamard matrix of order 4t an be saled by �1, and theolumns rearranged, so that the �rst three rows are equivalent to1:::1 1:::1 1:::1 1:::11:::1 1:::1 �:::� �:::�1:::1 �:::� 1:::1 �:::� :With the same type of operations, the �rst three olumns an be hanged to be the transposeof these three rows.Now move the �rst, 2t + 1st, t + 1st and 3t + 1st rows to the top and those same olumnsto the left. Arrange the olumns as shown below and write x, y, z and w for the number ofolumns of eah type as determined by row four. Thus we have4z }| {1 1 1 1 xz}|{1:::1 t�1�xz}|{1:::1 yz}|{1:::1 t�1�yz}|{1:::1 zz}|{1:::1 t�1�zz}|{1:::1 wz}|{1:::1 t�1�wz}|{1:::11 � 1 � 1:::1 1:::1 1:::1 1:::1 �:::� �:::� �:::� �:::�1 1 � � 1:::1 1:::1 �:::� �:::� 1:::1 1:::1 �:::� �:::�1 � � a 1:::1 �:::� 1:::1 �:::� 1:::1 �:::� 1:::1 �:::�By onsidering the inner produt of row four with the �rst three rows we obtain2x+ 2y + 2z + 2w = 4t� 3� a2x+ 2y � 2z � 2w = a� 12x� 2y + 2z � 2w = a� 1:So x = t� 1� z; y = z and w = t� z � 12(a+ 1):We wish to prove that the required submatrix exists in the Hadamard matrix. So we assumethe ontrary that a = �1. This means that w = 0 as otherwise we would have hosen a = 1from the w olumns that would give the submatrix. This means z = y = t � 12 (a + 1) andx = �1 + 12(a+ 1). Sine, by assumption, a = �1, this means x = �1 whih is a ontradition.Hene the required submatrix (or its Hadamard equivalent) always exists in any Hadamardmatrix of order � 4.Sine the CP property is not destroyed if we hange signs of rows and olumns to make the�rst row and olumn positive, the same proof an be used to show that a CP Hadamard matrixontains preisely this submatrix as its upper left 4� 4 submatrix. 26



In order to further study embedded submatries we speify all possible 5 � 5 matries withelements �1 that ontain this 4 � 4 part and also have the maximum possible value of thedeterminant. Thus we extend this matrix to all the possible 5� 5 matries M with elements �1i.e. M = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � �1 1 � � �1 � � 1 �1 � � � �
3777775where * an take the values 1 or �1.In the remainder of this setion we lassify all these 27 matries aording to their determi-nant and the CP property. Atually, we are interested only in the matries with determinants48 and 32 as, in a CP Hadamard matrix, the 5� 5 left upper part matrix with determinant lessthan 32 annot appear.We observe that1. of the 27 matries only 4 had determinant 48. All of them were CP and all were equivalentto the following D-optimal design:M = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � �1 1 � � �1 � � 1 �1 � � � 1
3777775 : (7)2. of the 27 matries, 48 matries had determinant 32. All of them were CP and all wereequivalent to the following matrix:M = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � �1 1 � � �1 � � 1 �1 1 1 1 �
3777775 : (8)3. 28 of the remaining matries had determinant 16; and 48 had determinant 0.Embedding 5� 5 (1;�1) matries of determinant 48 (D-optimal designs)Sine we know from Day and Peterson [5℄ (our theorem 2) that the 4 � 4 submatrix givenin (6) always exists in an Hadamard matrix, we wish to speify whih Hadamard matries havethe D-optimal design of order 5 embedded. Edelman and Masarenhas [6℄ proved the D-optimaldesign of order 5 exists embedded in the 12� 12 Hadamard matrix. We give here another proofof this, using a method that an be adapted to the searh for embedded matries in Hadamardmatries of any order. The following lemma appears in the proof of Proposition 5:8 in [5℄, andwas redisovered in [14℄, and it will be used in the rest of the paper.7



Lemma 1 (The distribution lemma) Let H be any Hadamard matrix, of order n > 2. Thenfor every triple of rows of H there are preisely n4 olumns whih are(a) (1; 1; 1)T or (�;�;�)T(b) (1; 1;�)T or (�;�; 1)T() (1;�; 1)T or (�; 1;�)T(d) (1;�;�)T or (�; 1; 1)T 2Proposition 2 If H is a 12 � 12 Hadamard matrix then the D-optimal design of order 5 isembedded in it.Proof. We note that, up to equivalene, in any �ve rows of a Hadamard matrix only thefollowing olumns an appear. Here ui denotes the number of eah type:u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u15 u161 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 � � � � � � � �1 1 1 1 � � � � 1 1 1 1 � � � �1 1 � � 1 1 � � 1 1 � � 1 1 � �1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � (9)Next we try to speify the 12 olumns that an appear. The olumns will be spei�ed aordingto the following restritions. The order of the matrix gives16Xi=1 ui = 12: (10)From the distribution lemma we have that0 � ui � 124 : (11)We also use the restrition that the matrix given in (6) will exist among the seleted olumns.On the other hand, from the orthogonality of the rows we obtain 10 equations. Thus we have intotal 11 equations in 16 unknowns. By solving the above system, we see that only the followingsets of 12 olumns an appear in any �ve rows of the matrix H:
8



Set1 u1 u1 u4 u6 u7 u8 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u152 u1 u2 u3 u5 u8 u8 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u153 u1 u2 u3 u6 u7 u8 u9 u12 u12 u13 u14 u154 u1 u2 u3 u6 u7 u8 u10 u11 u12 u13 u13 u165 u1 u2 u4 u5 u7 u8 u9 u11 u12 u14 u14 u156 u1 u2 u4 u5 u7 u8 u10 u11 u11 u13 u14 u167 u1 u2 u4 u6 u7 u7 u9 u11 u12 u13 u14 u168 u1 u3 u4 u5 u6 u8 u9 u10 u12 u14 u15 u159 u1 u3 u4 u5 u6 u8 u10 u10 u11 u13 u15 u1610 u1 u3 u4 u6 u6 u7 u9 u10 u12 u13 u15 u1611 u1 u4 u4 u5 u6 u7 u9 u10 u11 u14 u15 u16We see that the sets numbered 1; 2; 3; 5 and 8 of the above sets of olumns diretly ontainthe olumns of the D-optimal design of order 5 given in (7), i.e. u1; u8; u12; u14 and u16: Theremaining sets of olumns numbered 4; 6; 7; 9; 10 and 11 ontain at least one 5� 5 matrix withdeterminant 48 whih is equivalent to the D-optimal design of order 5 given in (7). 2Lemma 2 If H is a 12 � 12 CP Hadamard matrix, then its leading prinipal minor of order�ve takes the maximum value 48.Proof. Sine the matrix is CP, the D-optimal design of order 5 will appear as its leadingprinipal minor of order 5 and thus its value will be equal to 48. 2Remark 1 The above result helped in resolving the unique pivot struture of the 12 � 12Hadamard matrix [6℄. Our method an be used to loate embedded matries with spei�determinants in other Hadamard matries. A diret result of this, ombined with the algorithmof the next setion, will be the spei�ation of the pivot struture of Hadamard matries, whihstill remains an open problem in Numerial Analysis [3℄, [5℄, [7℄. 22 Algorithm for (n � j) � (n � j) minors of an n � n Hadamardmatrix.Any (n� j)� (n� j) minor will be denoted by Mn�j.If we are onsidering the (n� j)� (n� j) minors, then the �rst j rows, ignoring the upperlefthand j�j matrix, have 2j�1 potentially di�erent �rst j elements in eah olumn. Let xT�+1 bethe vetors ontaining the binary representation of eah integer �+2j�1 for � = 0; : : : ; 2j�1� 1.Replae all the zero entries of xT�+1 by �1 and de�ne the j � 1 vetorsuk = x2j�1�k+1; k = 1; : : : ; 2j�1 (12)Let uk indiate the number of olumns beginning with the vetors uk; k = 1; : : : ; 2j�1.9



We note 2j�1Xi=1 ui = n� j: (13)Then it holds that [14℄ Mn�j = nn�2j�1�j detD (14)where D is the following 2j�1 � 2j�1 matrix.D = 266664 n� ju1 u2m12 u3m13 � � � uzm1zu1m21 n� ju2 u3m23 � � � uzm2z... ... ... ...u1mz1 u2mz2 u3mz2 � � � n� juz 377775where (mik) = (�ui � uk), with � the inner produt.Based on formula (14), the following algorithm omputes the (n� j)� (n� j) minors of ann� n Hadamard matrix H.Step1: Generate all �1 matries M , of order j with �rst row and olumn all +1.Step2: Form the general matrix, N = [M Uj ℄, of size j � n for the �rst j rows of ann� n Hadamard matrix H, where
Uj = u1z}|{1:::1 u2z}|{1:::1 : : : u2j�1�1z}|{1:::1 u2j�1z}|{1:::11:::1 1:::1 : : : 1:::1 1:::11:::1 1:::1 : : : �:::� �:::�: : : : : : :: : : : : : :1:::1 1:::1 : : : 1:::1 �:::�1:::1 �:::� : : : �:::� �:::�Step3: For eah MConsider all �j3� subsets of three rows of N and use the distributionlemma with P2j�1i=1 ui = n� j to form 4 equations in the variablesu1; : : : ; u2j�1 for eah subset. If a feasible solution is foundkeep this matrix M .Step 4: For eah M found in Step 3 keep only the matries having di�erent inner produts of rows.Step 5: For eah M spei�ed in Step 4 do the following:For k = 3; 4; : : : ; jStep 6 Take the �rst k lines of N and usingthe orthogonality and the order form�k2�+1 equations whih in pratie have 2k�1variables with values � n4 satisfying the DistributionLemma (proved in [14℄).Searh for all the feasible solution to the produed systemof di�erent equations.10



Step 7 For eah feasible solution found in Step 6use the matrix D to �nd all possiblevalues of the (n� j)� (n� j) minors.3 Algorithm to Find the Minors of Hadamard Matries: MoreDepthIn Koukouvinos et al [15℄ methods are outlined to evaluate the (n�5); (n�6); : : : ; (n�j) minorsof Hadamard matries of order n in the most eÆient way.3.1 Finding the Upper Left Hand Corner Matries MHere we onsider the �rst step of the algorithm, that is:Generate all �1 matries M , of order j with �rst row and olumn all +1.As the algorithm of Koukouvinos, Mitrouli and Seberry [14℄ requires the matries M to have�rst row and olumn all +1 we onsidered the 2(n�1)2 suh matries for various n. These gaveexatly the same values of the determinants.So we then shifted to only onsidering the determinants of submatries whih ould lead to CPmatries. Expliitly then we onjetureConjeture 2 Consider all �1 matries of order n where1. permutation of the rows and/or olumns is not permitted;2. multipliation of the rows and/or olumns by �1 is not permitted;3. when Gaussian Elimination is applied, the diagonal element is never zero and the maximalvalue appears always in the diagonal i.e. the matrix is CP.Then the determinant of suh matries only assumes a small number of values ompared with n.This is also motivated by the following onjeture told to one of us (Seberry) by D. H.Lehmer and Emma Lehmer in 1975. A few papers written on this topi are [4, 8, 17℄.Conjeture 3 Consider all (0; 1) matries of order n. Then the permanent of suh matriesonly assumes a small number of values ompared with n.3.2 The Upper Left Hand Corner of CP MatriesWhile we noted in setion 1 the upper left hand orner of CP Hadamard matries for n � 2,n� 3 and n� 4 all ontain one another, but this di�ers for n� 5.Here we have two possible upper left hand orners for CP Hadamard matries
11



2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � 11 1 � � 11 � � 1 11 1 1 � �
3777775 and 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 � 1 � 11 1 � � 11 � � 1 �1 1 1 � �

3777775 :Both ontain the 4� 4 subdeterminant with maximum determinant in their upper left handorner. However their determinants are 32 and 48 respetively. An open problem onernsdetermining if these matries exist embedded in a given Hadamard matrix. Aording to thepivot patterns of ertain 16�16 Hadamard matries given in Day and Peterson [5℄, eah of thesematries an our as their upper left hand orner 5� 5 submatrix.4 Determinants of an Inequivalene Class of Cirulant �1 Ma-triesTo obtain more evidene that the determinants of �1 matries of order n are multiples of 2n�1,we onsidered the subset of irulant matries that had �rst element +1, at most bn2  elements�1 and whih ould not be translated into one another by yli shifts. We obtained the followingresults whih supported our hypothesis.
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Order F irst Row Determinantn = 2 11 01� 0n = 3 111 011� 4n = 4 1111 0111� 161� 1� 0n = 5 11111 01111� 48111�� 1611� 1� 16n = 6 111111 011111� 1281111 �� 0111� 1� 128111��� 0n = 7 1111111 0111111� 32011111 �� 1921111 � 1� 1921111 ��� 64111� 1�� 51211� 11�� 6411� 1� 1� 645 Conlusions and Open Problems� many open problems exist in �nding the �1 matrix with maximum determinant for allpositive integer values n;� we have seen that in small ases the determinant of all �1 matries of order n assumesonly a small number of values;� for a small �1 matrix with maximum determinant the upper left hand orner of the matrixan assume only a small number of values;� for a small �1 CP matrix the upper left hand orner of the matrix an assume only asmall number of values; 13
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